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Brno's gastronomy will enchant you with its 
diversity. To help you navigate through it, 
we've handpicked the finest establishments 
where you can dine and indulge in great 
drinks.
For our Gourmet Guide, lovers of Brno, includ-
ing Brno locals, have shared their favourite 
places with us. Those that were mentioned 
multiple times have been included in the fi-
nal rankings, evaluated by an independent 
panel. Professionals and experienced influ-
encers from both here and abroad have then 
assessed the nominated establishments in 
6 categories – RESTAURANTS AND BISTROS, 
CONFECTIONARIES, CAFÉS, BEER SPOTS, WINE 

BARS and BARS. The seventh category, TAKE-
AWAY, remains unrated due to its diverse na-
ture.
This year, we've combined restaurants and 
bistros into one category, but simultaneous-
ly, we've divided it into two financial subcat-
egories, based on whether you’ll be able to 
enjoy dinner with dessert and a glass of wine 
for under or over 500 CZK. A series of picto-
grams will help you navigate.
Join us in falling in love with Brno, a city 
where you can savour flavours from all over 
the world.

Discover the best of Brno's 
culinary scene!

Bon appétit and cheers!

V Vegetarian-friendly

VEG Vegan-friendly

GF Gluten-free

LF Lactose-free

DF Dog-friendly

WA Wheelchair accessible

OS/OS* Outdoor seating year-round /
                   Outdoor seating in summer

>500 Less than 500 CZK (appetizer, main meal, dessert, and drink) 

<500 More than 500 CZK (appetizer, main meal, dessert, and drink) 
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→ RESTAURANTS AND BISTROS



5

<500

“Relaxed and likeable, ideal for a romantic dinner 
at a beautiful place."

Atelier Bar & Bistro

Pleasant seating in a playful interior or on 
a terrace in the courtyard. Atelier connects 
the traditional with the modern, in both food 
and cocktails. It has an interesting selection 
of wines, including natural wines. You can 
have a full-course meal with paired drinks.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS WA DF

Kobližná 2 01atelierbar.cz



7

>500

Bistro Bastardo

An authentic Mexican bistro with so much 
to see! Watch the experienced taqueros 
from all over Mexico work their magic in the 
kitchen, preparing all kinds of tacos as well 
as burritos, quesadillas, tortas, fresh salsas, 
and churros. Bastardo first catches your eye 
with its uncommon and original interior, in-
cluding the signature garbage bins used as 
furniture. You'll find their second location at 
Štefánikova 20. ¡Bienvenido a México!

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* WA DF

“Discover the true Mexico without spending hours 
on a plane."

náměstí Svobody 21 02FB: bistrobastardo



9

>500

Hopping on tram No. 1 and riding it all the 
way to the end station in Bystrc? Totally 
worth it! These guys do what they enjoy and 
offer things they like, so no way you’ll get 
bored there. Their recipes come from all over 
the world, but the food is made mostly from 
locally sourced, seasonal ingredients. Always 
aiming to satisfy taste buds of all shapes 
and faiths, they’ll be happy to see you come, 
eat with your hands, and even lick the plate 
clean.

BRATRS bistro

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS DF

“A true jewel, worth the ride to the outskirts of Brno."
Kamechy  2771 03bratrs.cz

WINNER
OF THE 

CATEGORY



11

<500

Castellana Trattoria
Being Italian means loving food and wine 
as well as every moment with family and 
friends. Castellana Trattoria is a small  
island of Italy created in the middle of 
Brno, full of Italian smells and tastes and 
with an atmosphere that seduces you into 
indulgence. Wine lovers will enjoy the se-
lection of more than 170 bottles.

OPEN

V GF OS* DF

“An authentic piece of Italy in the heart of Brno."

VEG LF

Novobranská 4 04castellana.cz



13

>500

Domovina

A traditionally untraditional Vietnamese 
bistro with a fusion of meals from various 
parts of Asia, rolls, homemade lemonades, 
and beer. Traditional meals prepared based 
on recipes collected by the staff, all focus-
ing on quality and local ingredients as well 
as higher-welfare meat. Traditional recipes 
enhanced by modern methods and tech-
niques.

V VEG GF LF OS DF

OPEN

Zelný trh 10 05FB: Domovina

“Pho bò, Bún bò Nam Bô. or Com gà teriyaki? Bowls 
of instant happiness, served right at the Vegetable 
Market."



15

>500

EGGO Break Feast bistro

From an ancient food truck parked at the 
Vegetable Market, these guys moved to 
a regular bistro. And from Tuesday to Sunday,  
they start early in the morning to serve 
breakfast, brunch, light lunches and now 
they even have snacks to go with your 
beer or wine on weekdays too. Their home: 
Dvořákova Street; their tempo: murderous; 
their arch nemeses: early alarm clocks, re- 
servations, and poorly made omelettes. The 
guys from Eggo are doing their thing day 
and night.

V GF OS DF

OPEN

“Eggs tuned to perfection and a mimosa to go with 
them. Is there a better way to start a day of roaming 
the streets of Brno?"

LF

Dvořákova 12 06FB: eggotruckbrno



17

<500

Element combines first-rate food and cock-
tails. Behind its globally inspired menu from 
local ingredients stands the well-travelled 
head chef Tomaš Reger, who has gained cu-
linary experience from around the world. His 
food is complemented by drinks from cham-
pion bartender Jan Liška.

Element

OPEN

V GF LF OS* WA

“An excellent fusion of top-quality meals and original 
drinks, ideal for a dinner with your partner or friends."

DFVEG

Běhounská 7 07elementbrno.com



19

>500

Come taste the magic of the olden days! 
U Semináru is a stylish restaurant with 
a unique atmosphere, Pilsner beer, and tra-
ditional cuisine inspired by the times of the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire.

Hostinec U Semináru

OPEN

V GF LF OS* DFWA

“In the mood for a Czech classic with a bit of nostalgia? 
Search no more!"

VEG

Smetanova 30 08www.useminaru.cz



21

<500

Kohout NA VÍNĚ

This restaurant specializes in coq au vin (the 
Czech translation is the name of the restau-
rant), with the exact preparation changing 
and reflecting the chefs’ current ideas and 
skills. It offers more than 200 wines from 
around the world, with a primary focus on 
Moravia and Bohemia. For private celebra-
tions and business events, the restaurant 
offers two tasting menus with annotated 
wine pairings.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS*

“Ideal for festive occasions to get pampered by its 
excellent staff."

Malinovského náměstí 2 09kohout-na-vine.cz



23

<500

Not a bistro or just another sushi bar. This is 
MANYA – Izakaya! Open the gate to Tokyo at 
night at Průchodni 2 and pass under Godzilla  
to share big and small bowls overflowing 
with Japanese food or delicate sushi, while 
absorbing the informal atmosphere as well 
as Japanese sake.

MANYA Sushi & Sake Izakaya

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF

“Think you know everything about Japanese cuisine? 
Then you’re in for a pleasant surprise."

Průchodní 2 10manyabrno.cz

WINNER
OF THE 

CATEGORY



25

>500

Mikrofarma

Perfectly crafted street food with excellent, 
slowly dry-aged meat by Moravian farm-
ers. And the only bistro where you can get 
a cut-up steak in a cone to go. Pastrami in 
a sandwich, home-made sauce and brioche 
burger buns, with no chemicals needed! 
Add lemonades, good wine, fizzy drinks, 
and regional draught beer.

V GF LF OS* DFWA

OPEN

“You can tell these guys know meat and pick only 
the best. A true paradise for meat-eaters!"

Běhounská 18 11mikrofarma.cz



27

>500

Ramen is a quick Japanese meal surprisingly 
combining popular Czech flavours. Bowls full 
of home-made noodles are covered in strong 
broths with variously flavoured oils and 
topped with marinated eggs, slow-cooked 
meat, and many other ingredients. Ramen is 
prepared freshly within a few minutes right 
before your eyes in an open kitchen, which 
is why the owners claim it’s a type of fast 
food. They also have a second location at 
Křenová 62a.

Ramen Brno

V VEG LF DFWA

OPEN

“No need to head for Japan to get a balanced ramen 
made of premium ingredients. This is your place now!"

GF

Václavská 16 12ramen-brno.cz



29

<500

Singha Thai Restaurant

This Thai restaurant in the centre of Brno fo-
cuses on fresh, high-quality ingredients that 
you can watch get turned into works of art 
by their experienced chefs. Forget all about 
glutamate! This place also caters to vege-
tarians, vegans, and the gluten-sensitive.

V GF LF OS* DFWA

OPEN

“Serving fresh meals with a smile while absolutely 
spoiling you."

VEG

Orlí 6 13singhathairestaurant.cz



31

>500

A bistro with a soul. A light, clean interior and 
simple, high-quality food reflecting the sea-
son. People come to Soul for breakfast, work 
lunches, celebratory dinners with friends, 
and family parties. You’ll find here dishes 
ranging from fluffy cakes to light salads, 
excellent fish & chips, and shredded-beef 
sandwiches.

Soul Bistro

V VEG LF DF

OPEN

“A cosy place to spend time with loved ones."

GF OS*

Jezuitská 7 14FB: Soul Bistro



33

<500

Večerka Brno

Its name means convenience store in Czech, 
but you won’t find all kinds of stuff there. 
In this café bistro on Pekařská Street, the 
crew bravely combines Czech and Vietnam-
ese cuisines and prepares premium coffee 
as well as their own kombucha KMBCH cof-
fee.

OPEN

V GF OS* DF

“A perfect fusion of Czech and Vietnamese cuisines 
at a stylish place."

VEG LF

Pekařská 9 15FB: vecerkabrno



→ CONFECTIONARIES



37

Cukrárna BezCukru
Everything here feels like a regular cafe. 
From the rich aroma of Coffee Square cof-
fee to the showcased delicacies. Only this 
is the first low-carb confectionary in Brno, 
using zero sugar or flour, so even celiac 
dieters can enjoy it. The small cream puff 
with a big heart sells best, and the select 
ingredients used are just the icing on the 
proverbial cake.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF

“Delicious desserts for everyone."

WA

Novobranská 4 16bezcukru.com



39

A modern twist on traditions. A modern in-
terpretation of flawless recipes from interwar 
bakers made of premium ingredients. Looking 
to please your taste buds? Come and taste 
their legendary sweet liquor whips, currant 
krembos or simply amazing, fresh ice cream. 
Now with some hot new additions for lovers 
of salty desserts as well!

Cukrářství Martinák

OPEN

V DF

“Discover the sweetest things from Europe thanks 
to Portuguese pastéis de nata and French canelés. 
Or stay in the Czech Republic and enjoy the unique 
věneček."

GF

Veveří 14 17cukrarstvimartinak.cz



41

Kobliha Brno

This cosy café in the Old Town is a go-to 
place for doughnut lovers. For six years 
now, this is where Marek has been success-
fully fusing traditions with modern trends. 
Apart from ten types of doughnuts with 
flavours that change every month, you can 
enjoy a cup of premium coffee from Father’s 
Coffee roasters from Ostrava and even bring 
home a bottle of salted caramel.

OPEN

V OS* DF

“The only problem? Wanting to taste them all, but 
needing to choose only one."

Pekařská 68 18obchod.kobliha.live



43

Leave the Faculty of Medicine to make her 
business dream come true? That’s Mlsná 
holka’s story! First a small shop selling 
doughnuts, now a real confectionary. A place 
where you can enjoy doughnuts as well as 
macarons and other authentic desserts. And 
it even serves premium coffee from the local 
Fiftybeans coffee roasters.

Mlsná holka

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF WA

“A cosy confectionery in the centre of Brno with 
friendly staff to recommend the best from their wide 
offering."

Poštovská 1 19mlsna-holka.cz



45

Sorry, pečeme jinak

Get ready for some different, colourful, cra-
zy, funny-yet-serious, and always excellent 
baking! So much more than just desserts, 
these pieces of art are a feast for the eyes 
and ecstasy for the taste buds.

OPEN

V GF LF OS DF

“A beautiful place with delicious cakes to make your 
head spin and your taste buds rejoice."

Křídlovická 1 20FB: Sorry – pečeme jinak

WA

WINNER
OF THE 

CATEGORY



47

Zemanova cukrárna 
a kavárna

Located in a functionalist building, protected 
as a national heritage site, it opened its door 
in 1937, making this café and confectionary 
the longest-serving in Brno. Offering tradi-
tional Czech desserts, baked goods, premium 
coffee, and over 30 types of local liquors and 
spirits, it boasts several specialties, such as 
“Veletržní dort” and baked dragons. And its 
interwar vibe makes it an ideal place for the 
cultural events that take place here from time 
to time.

OPEN

V GF OS* DF

“A trip back to the interwar period in the best possible 
way."

Josefská 4 21www.zemanovacukrarna.cz



→ CAFÉS



51

Buchta C

A younger sister of Buchta B café, this is 
a small espresso bar hidden in the courtyard 
at the Vegetable Market. Enjoy its outdoor 
seating in one of the biggest vertical gar-
dens in the whole country, open year-round. 
Sweet delicacies are brought here every day 
from Buchta B to complement their premium  
coffee from various Czech and European 
roasting places, or a glass of natural wine 
made for you by Moravian winemakers.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF DF

“An ideal stop for a quick cup of coffee and something 
sweet on the Vegetable Market."

OS WA

Zelný trh 10 22FB: Buchta C



53

Café Momenta

This charming café in the very heart of Brno 
offers a pleasant and comfortable experience. 
Filled with the rich aroma of freshly made cof-
fee, with a wide range of delicious desserts 
and savoury snacks, this is where you go 
when in need of a quiet place or a cosy cor-
ner to enjoy some time with friends. A place 
where every moment matters. A place to talk. 
A place where time slows down.

OPEN

V VEG GF OS* DF WA

“A luxurious dessert with great coffee and a breath-
taking view as the cherry on the top."

LF

Zelný trh 2 23cafe-momenta.cz



55

Café Placzek

A place to meet up any time of day. From 
a cup of coffee in the morning made from 
beans from top-quality roasters, along-
side home-baked desserts and authen-
tic brunches made with fresh ingredients 
to mixed drinks or a glass of good wine 
from local winemakers in the evening. All in 
a place with an interwar atmosphere and 
a superb view of the Church of Saint Johns 
in the very heart of Brno.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF

“Brunch, a cup of coffee in the afternoon or a drink 
in the evening at a stylish location."

Minoritská 4 24cafeplaczek.cz



57

A place with a great vibe to pick you up when 
you’re feeling blue. Enjoy their premium cof-
fee, savour a cocktail in their year-round 
outdoor seating, and treat your taste buds 
to one of their locally made mini desserts.

Jazzová kavárna Podobrazy

OPEN

V GF LF OS DF WA

“A classic family-friendly café at an ideal spot in the 
heart of the Moravian capital."

Zelný trh 14 25FB: podobrazy



59

Kafe Friedrich

A minimalist, living-room-sized café which 
prepares all the food and sweets using ingre-
dients that aren’t from the other side of the 
planet, with the exception of their premium 
coffee, which will show the other ingredients 
the wonderful ways of the world. In summer, 
you can sit down in its window or on a bench 
and enjoy a moment of sweet laziness.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF

“A perfect cup of coffee served by the nicest staff 
in Brno."

Smetanova 45 26kafefriedrich.cz



61

Kafe v rozkladu
Welcome to the place where the old blends 
with the new, like a cosy visit to grandma’s 
but with a modern vibe. Where each bite 
and gulp provide an unusual connection 
between traditions and fresh combinations. 
Tasty and colourful cocktails, coffee and 
breakfast served all day. The birthplace of 
brinner – breakfast served with an evening 
twist.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF

“Breakfast at 7 pm? This is your go-to place!"
Veselá 6 27FB: kafevrozkladu



63

Mitte Panská

One of the first cafés in Brno to work with 
premium coffee now has its own roasting 
place, bakes its own desserts, and has beau-
tiful outdoor seating in a courtyard. Thanks 
to its wide range of coffee, everyone can find 
something to suit their palate and even learn 
about the coffee's origins. There are 4 Mitte 
cafés in Brno.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF

“A brewed oasis in the heart of Brno where they really 
know their coffee."

Panská 7 28mitte.cz



65

Punkt.
Here you’ll find espresso and filtered cof-
fees made from premium beans of Czech and 
foreign roasteries. Coffee specialities and 
wholesome home-made desserts, with glu-
ten-free and vegan options. The cosy interior 
and cheerful staff ensure a pleasant experi-
ence in any weather.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS DF

“A piece of Berlin at a pleasant, quiet place."
Bayerova 7 29FB: punkt.cafe



67

qb coffee roasters
An espresso bar and a roasting place pro-
ducing premium coffee at the premises of 
a rowing club by the fizzing Svratka River. 
Grab a bag of their amazing beans to make 
your favourite drinks at home or enjoy a cof-
fee and some of their sweet or savoury  
snacks right there. Relax in one of the two 
outdoor seating areas and take in the at-
mosphere of the place, nestled among old 
docks and an interwar building.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS DF

“You’d easily cross the Svratka River for their coffee!"
Veslařská 179 30qb.coffee 



69

Rebelbean Vlněna

A stylish café with premium coffee from its 
own roasting place, which is all about quality, 
sustainability, and fair treatment of farmers. 
Offering wine by Jan Stávek from Němčičky, 
a wide range of alcoholic, soft, and cof-
fee-based drinks, as well as a lot of delica-
cies, sandwiches, and desserts. And a great 
soup at lunchtime.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF WA

“A paradise for those who prefer a café to their office 
or simply love perfectly prepared coffee."

Přízova 5 31rebelbean.cz

WINNER
OF THE 

CATEGORY



71

SKØG
SKØG is a chameleon; a café in the morning 
that transforms into a bar in the evening. 
A place which believes that food and drinks 
can be a great experience, offering premium 
coffee, vegetarian food, and signature cock-
tails, all with a great view of the town hall 
and church on Dominican Square.

OPEN

V VEG LF OS* DF

“A piece of the North on Dominican Square."
Dominikánské náměstí 5 32skog.cz



→ BEER SPOTS



75

Hladinka a Šnyt
A true beer place boasting excellent Pilsner 
Urquell, delicious delicacies, and an unmis-
takable atmosphere which makes you feel at 
home while not far from the Brno downtown. 
The superb quality of the beer is ensured 
by experienced bartenders, and the delica-
cies are made solely according to traditional 
homemade recipes. So much more than ex-
cellent beer!

OPEN

GF OS* DF

“A must-go for all those who love Pilsner beer."
Kounicova 10 33FB: hladinkaasnyt



77

Lokál U Caipla

A Czech pub that serves beer treated with 
care right from the tank. The kitchen offers 
Czech food from fresh ingredients from local 
suppliers, classic smoked meats, and snacks 
with beer. And funny caricatures of Brno’s 
icons on the walls to add to the already great 
atmosphere.

OPEN

V GF LF DF

“A modern take on a traditional Czech pub serving 
perfectly treated beer and delicious food."

Kozí 3 34lokal-ucaipla.ambi.cz



79

Malt Worm
In 2013, they pooled all their money and 
opened Ochutnavkova pivnice, an ordinary 
pub serving extraordinary beer. Six years 
later they opened Malt Worm, a stylish beer 
place with expansive outdoor seating. The 
guys ironed out a few wrinkles and pushed 
their concept to pure perfection. Just come 
see for yourselves!

OPEN

V GF LF OS* DF WA

“An ideal place for beer-lovers who like to experiment."
Starobrněnská 12 35maltworm.cz



81

Nálevna
A unique retro bar or a pub? How about 
both! A time machine to take you back to 
the 1970s and 1980s. Try some signature 
Czech mixed drinks and other old-school 
legends while listening to music from that 
era. Beer perfectly looked after and served 
by a Master Bartender finalist and classic 
food you can rely on. Simple and honest. At 
unified prices.

OPEN

V OS* DF

“A retro concept with a modern approach."

LF WA

Vachova 1 36nalevna.eu



83

Pivovar Harry

In the very heart of the city, in a space that 
recalls its former use as a package depot, 
Harry and his brew master Jerry started 
brewing amazing beer for their neighbours 
and friends. From lagers to ales, and even 
a special limited brew-of-the-month. Even 
serves excellent food.

OPEN

V GF LF OS* DF WA

“A modern beer spot bringing life into the centre of 
Brno."

Poštovská 3 37harry.beer



85

Pivovarský dům Poupě

As the name suggests, this place pays hom-
age to the founder of modern beer-brewing, 
F. O. Poupě, who used to work at this very 
place. Its vision is to use local, quality in-
gredients without unnecessary waste while 
offering a kind of beer ecstasy, combining 
years of experience in beer-making with 
a passion to push the boundaries of Czech 
beer culture.

OPEN

V OS* DF

“Perfectly thought out, from the beer and the food 
to the generous interior."

GF LF WA

Dominikánská 15 38pivovar-poupe.cz

WINNER
OF THE 

CATEGORY



87

Tradiční výčep U Vodičků
A classic beer place with interwar vibes. 
Quick and honest staff, perfectly treated 
Pilsen beer, and simple refreshments against 
the backdrop of impressive wooden furni-
ture. No need to pretend here; this is what 
home feels like. Welcome to U Vodičků!

OPEN

V LF OS DF

“A cosy place that feels like home."
Jugoslávská 33 39tradicnivycep.cz 



89

U Tomana
U Tomana feels like home. With a great view 
of Brno’s clock machine on Freedom Square, 
order what you want and what you like. Ex-
cellent beer from its own brewery, traditional 
Czech delicacies, and a great atmosphere 
thanks to those who take care of you with 
love.

OPEN

OS* DF

“Excellent beer and food right on the main square."
náměstí Svobody 22 40utomana.cz 



91

Výčep Na stojáka Jakubák

Beer from small Czech craft breweries poured 
as a full pint or with some head, Moravian 
wine, and spirits. An interior inspired by the 
interwar period, comfortable tables to stand 
at, summer outdoor seating, and the pleas-
ant atmosphere of St James's Square. In the 
name of good beer and a good mood!

OPEN

V GF LF OS* DF WA

“This is where beer connects people. And where 
everyone in Brno likes to visit."

Běhounská 16 41vycepnastojaka.cz



→ WINE BARS



95

APERITIVO by justWINE
Come taste excellent wines by the glass 
or bottle with a bit of good cheese, freshly 
sliced ham, and other delicacies in a cosy 
atmosphere with an authentic touch of the 
Mediterranean. The perfect place to go on 
a date, relax, or have a business meeting, 
with a wide selection of wines from Moravia 
and the rest of the world, mixed drinks, and 
a bit to eat. And a separate tasting room for 
private events. Chill, wine, and delicacies!

OPEN

V LFGF OS* DF WA

“Staff quick to help you choose what you’d like."
Kotlářská 26 42justwine.cz



97

JUNGLE by justWINE
This bar in the very heart of Brno is all about, 
freedom, parties, and going wild! These lov-
ers of natural wines and fizzy drinks want 
to invite you on a romantic date. Come to 
the JUNGLE if you dare, choose from over 
250 types of wines from all over the world 
and even add a glass of something stronger 
as well as a bite to eat. With Tarzan behind 
the bar and Jane serving the drinks, you’ll 
enjoy the freedom, nature, and wine.

OPEN

V GF LF OS* DF

“Every date should start right here."
Dvořákova 1 43justwine.cz



99

Kaple winebar

An underground wine bar devoted to addi-
tive-free wines that reflect their place of 
origin and the character of their makers. 
A simple space for everybody to find their 
favourite place, no matter if it’s a quiet mo-
ment or an insightful evening of broadening 
their horizons. Feel free to buy a bottle or 
two or borrow a blanket to relax in the near-
by park.

OPEN

V VEG LFGF DF

“Enjoy natural wines while listening to vinyl records in 
a trendy place."

Vrchlického sad 4 44kaplebrno.cz
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Klára Bára Wine Café

Klára and Bára, sisters from a winemaking 
family, are either at the vineyard or serving in 
their wine bar. A comfy small bar with a very 
surprising offer of local and foreign wines, 
sherry, and great snacks.

OPEN

V GF LF OS* DF

“An excellent wine bar where every glass comes with 
a friendly smile."

Čápkova 11 45FB: Klára Bára Wine Café

WINNER
OF THE 

CATEGORY
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Kšeft wein-bar

Offering premium Austrian wines and deli-
cacies, this place was opened in 2022 and 
serves as a wine bar, café, and shop. Its styl-
ish look makes it an ideal place for events. 
The Kšeft brand and its branches are con-
stantly expanding the range of services of-
fered.

OPEN

V GF LF DFOS*

“A charismatic place offering top-quality Austrian 
wines."

Pekařská 14 46FB: kseft.at
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Vicino DiVino

Experience a piece of Italy in the heart of 
Brno. Just follow the great smell, taste, and 
colour of nearly 200 wines and delicacies. Its 
team of experienced sommeliers will be hap-
py to help you choose and share interesting 
facts about individual selections. You can 
also join a regular wine tasting. The beau-
tiful setting completes the first-class wine 
experience.

OPEN

GF LF OS* DF

“An ideal stop for a glass before going to the theatre 
or for a guided wine tasting."

Za Divadlem 2 47vicinodivino.cz



→ BARS
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Bar, který neexistuje

The essence of Brno, mixed in a cocktail. 
A legendary bar with a New York vibe, 
chesterfield sofas, and a jazzy atmos-
phere. Unmistakable signature cocktails, 
drinks tailored to your personal tastes, 
juicy burgers, and hundreds of unique bot-
tles stacked from floor to ceiling. Where 
guests are the main stars of the evening.

OPEN

V VEG OS* DF WA

“An elegant place providing excellent services with 
the well-deserved status of a legendary bar."

Dvořákova 1 48barkteryneexistuje.cz
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Slast

An intricate underground labyrinth in the his-
torical centre of Brno, infused with the rich 
aroma of waterpipes. A colourful palette of 
pleasures from salmon poke to exotic tiki 
cocktails that will take you straight to a sun-
ny tropical island. A sweet feeling of reckless-
ness. A holiday at the Vegetable Market!

OPEN

LFVEGV GF DF

“A perfectly working fusion of waterpipes and cocktails 
in a pleasant place."

Zelný trh 10 49slast.bar

WINNER  
OF THE 

CATEGORY
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Super Panda Circus
Pull back the gold and purple curtain and 
dive into a totally different world where hard-
ly anything makes sense. A bar in the style 
of a circus ring, inspired by far-east Asia. 
Cocktails mixed based on recipes from paral-
lel universes. The quirky game the crew plays 
with you has only one correct solution – an 
unforgettable experience.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF

“Ring the bell for a deliciously decadent experience."
Šilingrovo náměstí 3 50superpandacircus.cz
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Whiskey Bar, který neexistuje

Greetings from Irish villages and Scottish 
moorlands. Wood, leather, and warm light in 
an intimate, cosy place with the friendliest 
staff. And a strong conviction that anyone 
can enjoy whisk(e)y as the most varied liq-
uor in the world. And thick beer, steak tar-
tare, oysters, and cocktails as well.

OPEN

LFV GF OS* DF

“A cocktail (not only made of whiskey) and a steak 
tartare is the combination you didn't know you 
were looking for."

Gorkého 58 51whiskeyprovsechny.cz
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4pokoje
A colourful party which never stops, under 
the iconic neon writing “Love after mid-
night”. Deliciously tweaked eggs Benedict, 
Fidel Gastro cocktails or Pornstar raspberries 
and an ocean of heart-shaped care. A lunch, 
date, stag night or hen party, or just a lazy 
weekend brunch? Yes, yes, yes, and yes!

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF

“Bored in Brno? No way. Brno is 100% cool here."
Vachova 6 52miluju4pokoje.cz



→ TAKE-AWAY
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Zelný trh 53tuttifrutti.cz

OPEN

Božský kopeček
An ice cream like you’ve never seen before. 
The staff make no compromises when it 
comes to taste, quality, and varied ingre-
dients. Free of chemicals and semi-finished 
products, they’re simply divine and honest. 
100% vegan. Served at small pastel-colour-
ed trucks on the Vegetable Market (Zelný 
trh), Freedom Square (náměstí Svobody), 
Moravian Square (Moravské náměstí), and 
Lužánky park.

V VEG GF LF OS* DF WA
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Zelný trh 18 54FB: bucheckbrno

OPEN

Būcheck
This food truck is all about great stuff in 
a bun. While the fillings change based on 
the season, the menu is packed with deli-
cious things nobody ever thought could be 
served that way. And the guys got the name 
for the truck (bůček is Czech for a side of 
bacon) on their travels abroad, thanks to 
the help of a hitchhiker.

V GF LF OS DF WA
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Smetanova 12 55carlini.cz

OPEN

Carlini
A craft bakery selling sourdough products 
made from premium flours, with dozens of fo-
caccias on offer, including seasonal favour-
ites. The biggest lovers of everything sweet 
come here to enjoy a signature “loupakoule” 
stuffed with mascarpone. Also a great place 
to buy authentic ingredients from Italy and 
beyond, including flours, drinks, and wines.

V VEG LF OS* DF
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Novobranská 16 56FB: dezertina

OPEN

Dezertína
Dezertína is all about crispiness, great aro-
mas, and green. This small space which 
serves as a takeaway shop offers a lot of 
flowers, premium coffee, and sweet desserts, 
and it is open from Tuesday to Saturday. On 
working days, make sure to try their fresh-
ly baked French delights called viennoiserie. 
Croissants, pains au chocolat, Danishes and 
much more, all filled with various seasonal 
flavours. The sky is the limit here.

V GFVEG LF DF
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Bratislavská 22 57chlebabrno.cz

OPEN

Chleba Brno
All their bread-based products are inspired by 
Tartine, made solely of genuine sourdough, 
flour, water, and salt. And what’s the mag-
ic here? The dough is left to rise for a long 
time and then shaped by hand and baked to 
develop a thick crust. Sells baguettes and 
sweet products and serves excellent coffee, 
farm butter, wine, foie gras, and sardines.

V VEG LF OS DF WA
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Kopečná 50 58FB: MamaStellaArtisan

OPEN

Mama Stella
Kostas is a baker who opened his own bak-
ery to make his dream come true. Even 
though it’s a Greek-style business, it sells 
Italian focaccias, Scandinavian cinnamon 
rolls, French croissants as well as genuine 
Greek coffee made in a cezve or freddo es-
presso or cappuccino. And his sourdough 
bread is said to be among the best in Brno!

V VEG OS* DF
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Björnsonův sad 59piknikbox.cz

OPEN

Piknik box
An original coffee place made of big red 
containers located in a pleasant, recon-
structed park, open year-round. Not far 
from the bustling city centre, it’s a favour-
ite place for lots of locals who enjoy the 
peaceful atmosphere and the shade of tall 
trees. Also a great venue for various events 
and food festivals.

V OS DF WA
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Mečová 8 60cafe-momenta.cz/susenkarna

OPEN

Sušenkárna Momenta
Looking for the perfect small, sweet thing? 
Then come to the biscuit shop on Mečová 
Street, located in one of the oldest protect-
ed buildings in Brno. Their handmade biscuits 
are a combination of traditional recipes and 
top-quality ingredients. Explore their range of 
flavours from classic, buttery ones to exotic 
chocolate varieties. Each biscuit is an expres-
sion of their love of baking.

V LF DFGF
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Josefská 2 61wtbakery.cz

OPEN

William Thomas  
Artisan Bakery
In their bakery, friends Vilém and Tomáš 
bake croissants, baguettes, and sourdough 
bread from scratch all day long. Come 
watch them work their dough magic or grab 
a seat on the second floor to enjoy a cup of 
premium coffee and their specialty “kroláč” 
– a combination of French croissant and 
Moravian pie (koláč).

V VEG OS* WA
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Meet the nomination 
committee:

DOBEŠOVÁ KATEŘINA – Spokesperson for Brno- 
-střed
GLASER MARTIN – Director of the National 
Theatre Brno
GRŮZOVÁ MARTINA – Director of the Central 
Tourist Office of South Moravia
HELAN LUKÁŠ – Business Director of Trade Fairs 
Brno a.s.
HORÁKOVÁ LUCIE – Designer at NEON Studio
JANULÍKOVÁ JANA – Director of TIC BRNO
KOPKÁŠ JAN – Head of Brno Expat Centre
LUŇÁČKOVÁ MICHAELA – Foodie influencer, Food 
Lover Brno

PUBLIC – Over 250 suggestions on social media 
from TIC BRNO and Gourmet Brno 
SALAČOVÁ MICHAELA – Author of Cool Brno Blog
SEVERA DAVID – Head of KUMST Creative Hub 
Brno
STRÁNSKÁ ANNA – Intendant of HaDivadlo
SUCHÁNKOVÁ TEREZA – Author of the Lifestyle 
Brno blog
ŠIMÁNEK MILAN – Head and Dramaturge of Kino 
Art
TIEKU DAVID – Editor-in-Chief of FOOD DRINK 
BRNO Magazine
VAŇKOVÁ MARKÉTA – Mayor of the Statutory City 
of Brno
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Get to know the juries:

BOBEK ONDŘEJ, photographer and collaborator 
at kavickari.sk
BURIANOVÁ PETRA, author of Cesta z těsta and 
Jihomoravský krajáč books, winner of Peče celá 
země I. TV baking show
FIALOVÁ DAGMAR, marketing director at Národní 
vinařské centrum (National Wine Salon)
FRODOVÁ KRISTÝNA, project manager, traveller, 
and a rising star in the world of Czech 
confectioneries and bakeries
HNILIČKA ONDRA, bartender at Hemingway Bar 
Prague, proclaimed the best bartender in the 
Czech Republic at Czech Bar Awards 2016, 
founder of atbars.com
JUSTANOVÁ LUKÁŠKOVÁ ZDEŇKA, member 
of a beer assembly of Sdružení přátel piva 
(Association of Beer Friends)
KOLAŘÍKOVÁ ALENA, author of Božská kuchařka 1 
and 2 cookbooks and bohynekuchyne.cz blog

KOVÁČIK JAROSLAV, member of Sdružení přátel 
piva (Association of Beer Friends)
KUBÁT PATRIK, project manager at Národní 
vinařské centrum (National Wine Salon)
NOSKOVÁ ADÉLA, journalist and editor at GLANC 
and author of Backstage podcast
POKORNÁ JANA, creator of desserts and cakes, 
author of Nejsem bábovka… s cukrem cookbook, 
and TOP 3 finalist of Peče celá země II TV baking 
show.
RYASNYY VLAD, founder of Sugar Life and 
member of the Czech team of cooks and 
confectioners of Asociace kuchařů a cukrářů 
České republiky (Association of Cooks and 
Confectioners of the Czech Republic)
SCALLON AUBURN, co-author of MOON: Prague, 
Vienna & Budapest tourist guide
ŠUMOVÁ LUCIE, author of luciesumova.cz lifestyle 
blog and @lucie_sumova Instagram account
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BARS                                  max points %
taste and quality of drinks 30 100
originality of offer 20 100
presentation of drinks and appearance 20 100
snacks 5 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
RESULT 100 ∅

CONFECTIONARIES                       max points %
taste and quality of desserts 40 100
presentation of desserts and 
appearance

15 100

range of desserts and originality 
of offer

15 100

selection of drinks 5 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
RESULT 100 ∅

WINE BARS                   max points %
offer and quality of wines by the glass 30 100
offer of bottled wines 30 100
wine snacks 10 100
offer of non-alcoholic drinks 5 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
RESULT 100 ∅

RESTAURANTS AND BISTROS     max points %
taste and quality of food 40 100
taste and quality of drinks 20 100
presentation of food and drink and 
appearance

10 100

originality of offer 5 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
RESULT 100 ∅

BEER SPOTS                         max points %
taste, quality, and care of the beer 40 100
beer snacks 20 100
offer of beer 10 100
offer of non-alcoholic drinks 5 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
RESULT 100 ∅

CAFÉS                         max points %
taste and quality of coffee 30 100
variety of offer (assortment of 
coffees and preparation technology)

20 100

offer and quality of other drinks 15 100
desserts and snacks 10 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
RESULT 100 ∅

Evaluation criteria:
We set out our evaluation criteria with a maximum number of points for each category.
Points were awarded and added up, and a percentage score was created.
From the percentage averages, we then got our final result.
The brochure lists all establishments that have been rated above 70 %. The establishments are 
listed in alphabetical order.
TAKE-AWAY is a category with no evaluation, as it’s too varied.



Brno’s worth a closer look! Find all essential informa-
tion at the tourist portal

You’ll find in Czech, German, and English what can be 
learned, experienced, and tasted in Brno. A selection 
of the most interesting monuments and tourist routes, 
the best culinary businesses in several categories, and 
an up-to-date overview of events happening in the 
city. And of course practical information to keep you 
from getting lost in Brno.



gourmetsouthmoravia.eu

Discover the most interesting food and drink in South Moravia

Scan here



Do you like Brno? Want to get to know it better? Get 
yourself a BRNOPAS! It’s a tourist card that will not 
only save you money but also guide you through the 
most interesting places in the city. It provides you 
with discounts and free admission to over 50 places 
in Brno and South Moravia.

is available in versions ranging from one to three 
days. Buy it online or directly in Brno at information 
centres and other selected locations.

TIP: Get a BRNOPAS+ and experience even more! Even 
skip the lines at Villa Tugendhat or the Water tanks 
on Žlutý kopec!

Find all the information at www.brnopas.cz.

BRNOPAS – Your guide to Brno that saves you money!

BRNOPAS
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GOURMET BRNO 2023 
was a project organized by TIC BRNO, příspěvková organizace.

Author of photographic images for each category and cover: KIVA
Graphic design: Barbara Zemčík

This is a non-commercial project.
Gourmet Brno is a trademark of TIC BRNO.
Information is valid at the time of going to press – September 2023.

TIC BRNO, p. o. is a public-benefit corporation and is financially supported  
by the statutory city of Brno.

TIC BRNO, příspěvková organizace
Radnická 2, 602 00 Brno

www.gourmetbrno.cz
www.gotobrno.cz
www.ticbrno.cz
www.destinace-brnensko.cz

The project Marketing of the Tourist Area Brno and Its Surroundings 2023 was implemented 
with the support of the state budget of the Czech Republic from the programme of the 
Ministry of Regional Development.




